INTRODUCTÍON

Somewhere within the full spectrum of Logic abtracts, an event isolated from many, with history and references , broke
the rules to Righteousness of a society, yet it was legal within the governing
laws 'of a Nation.
To have isolated this event, made you an enemy of the nation and it‘s sciences because it conflicted with Knowledge as
of facts , Phenomena, Laws , and Proximate Causes , Gained and Verified by Exact Observation , Organized
Experiment, and Analysis.
A Fact without.Knowledge, cannot be a Fact, but a Phenomena. A Law of a Fact which can be proven to be untrue or
false within it's own steps oi logic from which creates the term Knowledge, becomes the Attributes of
God or GODHEAD, becausethe knows the Truth and the common people
are to believe a fact . .
So Fact and Truth are, Z different Sciences identifing 2 different
groups of people.
There is no science'fof TRUTH in Institutions of Learning because all referencesare based on a MOTTO A Scientist
does not look for the truth
but facts.
This is quite understandable when the term TRUTH is applied , because
it is a secondary Division to FACT.
According to any Dictionary of the English Language, TRUTH is the
state and charactggr of Constancy by Comformíng to a FACT.
If, one was to take Roget's THESAURUS, Truth as a Noun, Verb, Adjective
or are all related to a FACT.
Thie leaves only one outlet to change any fact, which must omit , _ E,
TRUTH anduthat is SCIENTIFIC CONCLUSION, which establishes any new FACT. It now brings a fact known by the ELITE,
down to the common people. But there that believe the FACT for common people should be the Only FACT THAT IS TO BE
BELIEVED.
But as an American Indian who had been taught to believe a fact that was later in life found to be untrue by repeated
reference to the science or event , which made it to become a FACT: identity to a culture becomes
lost now opens the concept what was the motive?
American Indian, without the motive, it only becomes a rnisprínt.
YOU, and YOU ONLY must become the JUDGE . How many. sciences does untrue FACT, make other sciences
untrue?

